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1. Do you think the One Church plan an option from 2019, will be brought up again 
at the 2024 GC? If so, please explain the One Church to the group. 

The One Church plan was an attempt to find a way to hold space for us to 
continue to work together and yet have the ability to respond in 
contextually appropriate ways. It was the goal of this plan to not make 
individual congregations or annual conferences vote on which side they 
believe to be true and faithful.  The basic idea was to allow individual 
clergy to decide if they would perform same-sex marriages based on 
theological convictions grounded in our Articles of Religion and Scripture.  
If they choose to officiate, they could without fear of church trial.  If they 
choose to not to officiate, they could without fear of repercussions.  Local 
churches if they so desired (either way) could enact additional rules to 
their current wedding policies.  As to ordaining people who identify as 
LGBTQAI+ that would be the decision of the individual conference’s Board 
of Ordained Ministry and the Annual Conference to do so.  If you were in 
an area where this was not allowed, a candidate could easily transfer to 
another Annual Conference who did ordain. This would give space for 
people across the spectrum of belief to minister where they were while 
maintaining unity and missional focus.   
 
As to whether this could be brought up at General Conference 2024, I 
think it is a possibility.  While here in the Texas Annual Conference, it feels 
like many who self-identify as being opposed to officiating same-sex 
marriages and ordination of the LGBTQAI+ have disaffiliated, not 
everyone has.  In January it was reported that about 6% of churches 
nationally have voted to disaffiliate. There are many places where United 
Methodists still have differing understandings and want to work together. 
Many of us, who have chosen to stay UMC, believe that we are stronger 
together than separate.  

 
2. Is there any category from the LGBTQAI+ Movement that will deny a student 

entrance to the UMC Ministry? Which categories (initials) will be denied, if any? 
In the current language of the 2016 Book of Discipline, self-avowed 
practicing homosexuals are not eligible for candidacy for ordination in the 
United Methodist Church. The language of the Discipline would have to 
change to allow it.  That being said, if you identify but are celibate then you 
are not violating the Discipline and can therefore move through the 
process.  Additionally, ministry is not only for the ordained.  We have lay 
staff who serve our churches who are in ministry.  We have lay members 
who serve in a variety of locations who are in ministry.  To our own 
detriment we have lost the understanding that every Christian is called to 
have a ministry.  The doctors, nurses, technicians and staff at Texas 
Children's Hospital certainly are engaging in healing ministries.  I am only 



aware of chaplains who are ordained.  The work of Some Other Place here 
in Beaumont is indeed a ministry – how many are ordained?  

 
 

3. What is the Biblical basis for welcoming same-sex marriage and homosexual 
clergy into the UMC? 

As United Methodists we believe the Bible to be the inspired word of God. 
We believe that the Holy Spirit was present in the Bible being formed in 
the past, as well as being present when we read together in community.  
We know that before the Bible was written down it was passed down 
orally. We know that God is at work in us and through us and is not done 
with us yet.  The Bible is not a series of dilatory sentences that can be 
taken out of context to prove a point.  The Bible is the story of God’s love 
for us and continued pursuit of all humanity to bring restoration after the 
Fall.  The Bible contains genealogies, historical records, laws, liturgies, 
prayers, songs, prophecy, dreams, commandments and contains all things 
for salvation.  

The Bible contains beautiful imagery such as in Psalm 23 where we read 
that God leads us like a shepherd to lay down beside still water and who 
anoints our heads with oil.  But we also have disturbing images – Psalm 
137:9 “Happy shall they be who take your little ones and dash them against 
rocks.” We have the 10 commandments that says to remember the Sabbath 
and keep it holy. Exodus 35:2 “Six days shall work be done, but on the 
seventh day you shall have a holy sabbath of solemn rest to the LORD; 
whoever does any work on it shall be put to death.”  In the book of Genesis 
Abram is married to Sarai when God promises that his descendants will be 
more than the stars in the heaven and that he would also receive good 
land.  No children come from their marriage so Abram & Sarai decide to 
make it happen. Genesis 16:3 “So, after Abram had lived ten years in the 
land of Canaan, Sarai, Abram’s wife, took Hagar the Egyptian, her slave-
girl, and gave her to her husband Abram as a wife.” Abram had two wives.  
We could also look to Jacob who saw Rachel and wanted her as his wife, 
tricked by his Uncle and takes Leah as his wife and then Rachel. We could 
also look through Leviticus and see how many things we’re breaking in 
scripture including wearing clothing of 2 different fibers or eating pork. 

So how is it that we decide which things in Leviticus to follow and which to 
disregard?  We decide that certain things can be read as allegory and 
others literal.  We all hold certain things higher than others.  We’re 
human.  Jesus does not say a single word about homosexuality.  Jesus 
speaks on divorce. Jesus speaks on caring for the widow. Jesus says we are 
to feed the hungry. Jesus says it’s easier for a camel to go through the eye 
of a needle than it is for a rich man to get to heaven. Jesus was asked by 
the Sadducees a series of questions in Matthew 22.  Then the Pharisees 
take over and ask which commandment in the law is the greatest Jesus 



responds with the Shema, “You shall love the Lord your God, with all of 
your heart, with all your soul, and with all of your mind. This is the 
greatest and first commandment.” He continues, “And a second is like it: 
‘You shall love your neighbor as yourself.’ On these two commandments 
hang all the law and the prophets.” (Matthew 22:36-40). 

Because Jesus says the greatest commandment is to love God with all that 
I am and then to love my neighbor as myself, when two people come to me 
to ask that I officiate their marriage, I sit down and listen to their story.  
One of the first marriages I was asked to officiate was for 2 young people, 
grandson of one the patriarchs of my first appointment. The patriarch told 
me that they had to get married because they were pregnant and that the 
priest would not do it.  Well, there were some red flags for me.  Marriage 
because of pregnancy is not always the best answer.  And why wouldn’t the 
priest officiate.  So, I sat down and listened to their story.  The truth was 
they were already engaged before she got pregnant.  The priest didn’t 
know about the pregnancy and refused to officiate the marriage because 
the groom was not catholic.  They were incredibly nervous to meet with me 
because they had already encountered some difficulty in trying to get 
married.  They were not active in church so I asked them why didn’t they 
go to the justice of the peace.  They answered while they were not active 
they knew they wanted God to be a part of their lives and marriage.  When 
it comes to marriage, it is about finding your beloved. As the Song of 
Solomon says, My beloved is mine and I am my beloved is mine.  

 
4. Nondenominational churches are growing exponentially while the UMC 

struggles. Our numbers in the past decades have declined in the USA from 12 
million to 6 million. Now UMC churches are splitting because of UMC Bishops 
who failed to adhere to the Book of Discipline, why do some Bishops insist on 
supporting LBGTQAI+ clergy and same-sex marriage when dividing our church 
will diminish our numbers among other things? There is not a question here.  
There is the assertion that UMC is declining and non-denominational 
churches are growing from our decline.  There is a second assertion 
that the disaffiliation is due to Bishops and only Bishop’s.   

In a Christianity Today article published in 2022, it says that 
Nondenominational churches are growing.  But it simply a case of people 
leaving the mainline protestant denominations (Methodist, Lutheran, 
Presbyterian, Episcopal) to go to Non-denominational churches.  Some of 
those who leave the mainline head to Evangelical churches.  The study 
shows that many who leave simply stop attending church and claim 
“none.” The biggest growth non-denominational churches have are 
between being raised with no religion in their homes or being raised 
Catholic.  
All of the mainline denominations have declined.  We should be asking 
ourselves why? These declines have been going on for decades.  One of the 
things that I see most often is that we have been making members, not 



disciples of Jesus.  Being a member is different.  It shifts what we do.  
When we have members and not disciples, the organization has to shift to 
keep the membership happy.  Being members has us prioritizing people’s 
wants rather than their needs.  We have created consumers and therefore 
people are chasing the next best thing.  After they’ve explored, they are left 
with nothing – they’ve tried everything, so they give up.  When we make 
disciples, we shift our focus and intentionally have to let go of our comfort.  
Jesus tells us that we aren’t to be served but to serve.  Jesus promises that 
his yoke is easy and his burden is light.  That means there will be work that 
we have do individually as well as communally. It cannot be about 
maintaining our buildings and the things that we’ve always done.  We 
cannot rely on people being curious about what happens in the building on 
Sunday mornings and instead begin to talk to people about a life of service 
to Christ.  
This question tied membership decline specifically to “Bishops who failed 
to adhere to the Book of Discipline.” Those of us who are active United 
Methodists beyond our local church know a lot about Bishops.  In several 
churches I have served a lot of members could not even name our Bishop 
in any given time.  That speaks to the ways in which we’ve lost a sense of 
the connection as a whole and gift that brings to us.  During Hurricane 
Harvey, Bishop Jones using an iPhone was able to send out short videos of 
support and prayer that were powerful to those of us who were surrounded 
by water. But for churches who were not impacted by the never-ending 
water probably didn’t even know he did that. What’s more, how many of 
our us can name other Bishops in the jurisdiction or General church before 
we began discernment for disaffiliation purposes. Do we know which 
Bishop’s are holding churches accountable for paying 100% of their 
apportionments as required by the Discipline? Do we know if our previous 
Bishop, Bishop Jones met with those churches who did not pay?  All this to 
say correlation does not mean causation. So, no  

 
5. The UMC seminaries of today have become more liberal among seminary 

professors and students. Are seminary students allowed to enter ordination or be 
ordained who: 

a. Do not believe Jesus is the Son of God? 
b. Do not believe in the Virgin birth? 
c. Do not believe in eternity? 
d. Do not believe in God’s transcendence? 

 
Having graduated from a UMC seminary in Atlanta, Georgia twenty years 
ago and having worked with candidates coming out UMC seminaries every 
year for the last 15 years, I disagree with the statement that the institutions 
have become more liberal. There is still orthodox teaching in all of the 
areas.  When I moved from California to Atlanta to attend seminary, I was 
among a handful who left my Annual Conference to attend seminary.  My 
local church supported me financially as well as prayerfully to learn and 
grow.  I was excited to learn more things than I had ever even thought of. I 



poured through the catalogue of all the classes I could take – I was a kid in 
a candy store.  After a few weeks of class I learned that while it was really 
interesting it was also a LOT of work.  I had to learn 2000 years of history 
forwards and backwards.  I had to learn, not just how to pronounce all the 
kings in the Bible but who was aligned to which prophet, who was faithful 
and who was not.  I had to learn which outside kingdom was at war with 
which tribe and on and on.  It was good and holy work.   
 
After several weeks of drowning, I set out to find a UMC that I could call 
my home for right now.  I needed the support of people who loved God. 
Every church was excited to have a young visitor and when I said I was in 
seminary that told me not to let “them” steal my Jesus.  I couldn’t 
understand what they meant.  I asked a professor who said that many 
people feared learning more would mean their understanding of Jesus 
would change.  She went on to say that we all need to grow in our 
understanding of who God is, where God is acting and what we are called 
to be doing in response.  Many people are content with their 5th grade 
Sunday school knowledge and are happy to just coast along.  
 
When I was in seminary I did have my Jesus stolen so to speak – because 
the Savior I thought I knew was one, maybe two dimensional and was a 
historical figure who did really good things.  The Savior I encountered 
throughout seminary was my Lord and Savior who knew all, lived all and 
reigned at the right hand of God Almighty.  The Savior I  have come to 
know is one who cries real tears along side me when I am scared and 
feeling alone.  The Savior I have come to know is a powerful force for 
justice as he read from Isaiah in his home synagogue and the people tried 
to run him off a cliff. The faith I have is stronger because of the reading I 
did from saints of the church who lived faithfully in the deserts during the 
early church years as well as the reformers of the 1500 & 1700’s.  This is 
just a short list of what I learned in seminary and others are in that work 
now.  
 
The question asked about ordination.  The path towards ordination is not 
as simple as going to seminary.  It is long process of vocational 
discernment that includes evaluation and votes on suitability, readiness 
and fruitfullness.  It begins with a conversation with someone called to 
ministry and their pastor.  The next one includes talking with the District 
Superintendent and entering the candidacy process and attending the 
Candidacy Summit.  It is here that you learn the full process.  It varies in 
length depending on your age and if you have already earned a college 
degree.  For 9 months you meet with a mentor and group of fellow 
exploring candidates.  During this time you will have a psychological 
evaluation and will have to answer some basic questions of faith.  At the 
end of the time your mentor will either recommend you to take the next 
step as a certified candidate; stay as an exploring candidate working on 
something or to be discontinued as a candidate.  From here you have to 



meet with the Staff-Parish Relations Committee of your home church 
where they ask you a series of questions and have to answer would you 
have this person be your pastor.  They take a vote and pass you on to the 
Charge Conference of your home church.  If all votes approve you go next 
to the District Committee on Ministry (DCOM).  At this point you have to 
submit questions (from the Book of Discipline beginning with ¶310): The 
most formative experience of their Christian faith; God’s call to licensed or 
ordained ministry and role of church in the call; their beliefs as a 
Christian; their gifts for ministry; their present understanding of their call 
into ministry as elder, deacon, or licensed ministry; and their support 
system.   As you can see candidates before seminary have to talk about 
their faith and pastors, lay leaders and the district superintendent all have 
to vote to approve their candidacy to the next step.  During seminary 
around graduation time they have to meet annually with the DCOM to be 
recertified.  As they prepare for graduation they go back to the DCOM 
answering questions form the Discipline to be recommended to the 
Conference Board of Ordained Ministry. These questions can be found in 
the Book of Discipline ¶324 
 
(1)            Describe your personal experience of God and the understanding 
of God you derive from biblical, theological and historical sources. 
(2)            What is your understanding of evil as it exists in the world? 
(3)             What is your understanding of humanity, and the human need 
for divine grace? 
SECTION II 
(4)             How do you interpret the statement “Jesus Christ is Lord”? 
(5)           What is your conception of the activity of the Holy Spirit in 
personal faith, in the community of believers and in responsible living in 
the world? 
(6)            What is your understanding of the kingdom of God; the 
Resurrection; eternal life? 
SECTION III 
(7)            How do you intend to affirm, teach and apply Part II of 
the Discipline (Doctrinal Standards and Our Theological Task) in your 
work in the ministry to which you have been called? 
(8)           Discuss your understanding of the primary characteristics of 
United Methodist polity. 
(9)            How do you perceive yourself, your gifts, your motives, your role 
and your commitment as a provisional member and commissioned 
minister in the United Methodist Church? 
SECTION IV 
(10)        Describe your understanding of diakonia, the servant ministry of 
the church, and the servant ministry of the provisional member and 
commissioned minister. 
(11)         What is the meaning of ordination in the context of the general 
ministry of the church? 
(12)         Describe your understanding of an inclusive church and ministry. 



(13)         You have agreed as a candidate for the sake of the mission of 
Jesus Christ in the world and the most effective witness of the gospel, and 
in consideration of their influence as ministers, to make a complete 
dedication of yourself to the highest ideals of the Christian life and to this 
end agree to exercise responsible self-control by personal habits conducive 
to bodily health, mental and emotional maturity, integrity in all personal 
relationships, fidelity in marriage and celibacy in singleness, social 
responsibility and growth in grace and the knowledge and love of 
God.  What is your understanding of this agreement? 
SECTION V 
(14)        The United Methodist Church holds that the living core of the 
Christian faith was revealed in Scripture, illumined by tradition, vivified in 
personal experience and confirmed by reason.  What is your 
understanding of this theological position of the Church? 
(15)         Explain the role and significance of the sacraments in the 
ministry to which you have been called. 
(16)         Describe the nature and mission of the Church.  What are its 
primary tasks today? 
 
After answering these in written form, the candidate comes before the 
DCOM for an oral examination.  To be recommended they have to answer 
satisfactorily both written and oral and the vote to approve is 75%.  I can 
tell you that sometimes a candidate does well in one and not the other.  
That means we as a committee has to discern is this something they can 
work on to improve or not.  Somethings candidates pass on easily.  
Sometimes they have to keep working to get through this step.  Other 
times they do not advance.  None of the process is a rubber stamp.   
 
From here the Bishop and cabinet can appoint to a local church as a 
provisional clergy person.  After 2 years, including more mentoring they 
can apply for ordination.  They have another round of papers to write and 
oral interview before they are recommended to the entire clergy session of 
the annual conference for approval.  I hope that you can begin to see that 
the process is long with many places and people who have to be convinced 
this person has a call to ministry and can exercise it effectively.  I began 
my process when I was 18.  I stopped for a couple of years in college and 
took a break after our first child was born right after I finished seminary.  
If I take out the breaks and only include the active time, 7 years more than 
70 written pages of work and votes by 7 different groups of people. There 
are checks and balances in the system. 
 

6. UMC Mythbusting, in response to questions about stories of churches being 
forced to accept LGBTQ clergy and weddings and a liberal wave soon to take over 
the UMC, “a single person’s off-the-cuff statements or actions do not speak for 
the church as a whole.” Yet the 13 recently elected bishops all hold views on 
homosexuality counter to the Book of Discipline. This includes Cederick 
Bridgeforth, an openly gay bishop in a homosexual marriage and Dr. Lanette 



Plambeck, who, in response to a directive to churches and pastors in the Iowa 
Conference to “follow their conscience” when it comes to gay clergy and 
weddings, stated, “There’s beginning to be a vision for what the Iowa United 
Methodist Church is going to look like now. I think that even if the General 
Conference holds its stance, I don’t think that Iowa’s going to change.” Hasn’t the 
liberal wave already arrived on the shore of the UMC? 

I do not believe we have a liberal wave already at work.  Yes, there are 
places that have chosen for justice reasons to use the abeyance (holding 
off) of church trials for clergy who are homosexual or clergy who have 
officiated same-sex marriages.  But by and large there are not large 
numbers anywhere.  In order for something to be a wave it is widespread 
and forceful.  To my knowledge there is not a clergy person in our Annual 
Conference who is a self-avowed practicing homosexual or clergy persons 
who have officiated same-sex marriages.  I can only speak for here. 

 
7. What social causes, seminaries, or other ministries does the UMC support with 

monies received from local churches? Can local churches opt out of any of these? 
Can local churches direct money on their own? 

You can always direct money on your own to specific causes, seminaries 
and other ministries.  In fact the organizations love when they get money 
to further their work.  I was a recipient of the Sherman Scholarship, 
named for a husband and wife who endowed a scholarship for young 
pastors committed to the serving the church.  It paid my entire tuition and 
would not be possible without a gift beyond what the church paid in 
apportionments.  You can ask your pastor for the list of current 
apportionments, the amount and what they do.  It is my understanding 
that in the past if a local church had a strong reason for not paying a 
specific apportionment you could talk with the DS and pay the same 
amount and it would be applied in a different area.  That is really up to the 
discretion of the DS & Bishop. 

 
8. In a few words, what is the difference in philosophy between UMC & GMC? 

Accountability over grace.  As I have read the GMC talking points and 
Transitional Discipline and listened to speakers I hear over and over again 
accountability.  An example is about payment of apportionments.  

“If a resolution of the disagreement proves unattainable or 
the local church does not remit its connectional funding in 
full following the meeting with the presiding elder (district 
superintendent), the local church may be involuntarily 
disaffiliated from the Global Methodist Church by a two-
thirds vote of the Transitional Leadership Council or its 
successor, by agreement of the bishop, and by an 
affirmative vote of the cabinet of the conference in which the 
local church is located. GMC Transitional Discipline ¶ 354. 
CONGREGATIONAL FIDELITY 

 
 



9. I know we are all different and all are welcome. I don’t have a lot of trust in UMC 
because of disregard of our Book of Discipline. How is this going to change? 

I think it begins by being honest with ourselves and each other.  The lack 
of trust is partially because we do not listen or ask questions.  Trust is 
further broken by an attitude prevalent in the world around us that we 
never compromise and I am always right.  We struggle with being different 
together, not because we cannot do it but because we don’t.  I have grown 
up hating the New York Yankees and their fans.  Each of my experiences 
with them showed that they were arrogant, entitled and obnoxious.  I did 
not like them prior to the 1998 World Series but I really started hating 
them after.  Why 1998 – because that’s the year my San Diego Padres 
played the New York Yankees in the World Series.  They swept my home 
team.  Listening to fans saying the only good thing about playing the 
Padres was getting to do some fun stuff in San Diego.  The team is a joke 
and they blew all their money on one shot at the series. But guess what, as 
I have gotten older I have found that not ALL Yankees fans are entitled 
and obnoxious.  Don’t get me wrong, I still don’t like them.  But being in 
churches for the last 20 years has brought me into relationships with 
people I may not have met before.  In fact, I have met Yankee fans that I 
actually like.  It makes it hard for me to categorically say I hate the 
Yankees, because someone I know and respect likes them.  There must be 
something there I can’t see.   
The same is true in the church.  When all we hear are the negative things 
we begin to think there is nothing good about a group period.  God sent 
Jonah to Nineveh and he didn’t want to go.  You may remember that he 
didn’t go directly there but he eventually did.  In the Gospel of John 
chapter 1, Nathanial asks: “Can anything good come out of Nazareth? 
(v.46).” A lot of people agreed with Nathaniel as part of the reason they 
didn’t like or trust Jesus.  Jesus changed hearts one at a time and when 
people plotted against him, he let them. To show that there was another 
way – God’s way that is filled with love and grace and peace and joy.  

 
10. Please address some of the specific issues within the church which have led us to 

this point: (I have personally heard (a) and (c) from the pulpit of a few large 
Methodist churches) 

a. Denial of the centrality of the resurrection to Christian faith? 
b. Lack of communication between the hierarchy and the laity at large, (not 

just lay representation). 
c. Lack of discipline of clergy who contradict core beliefs of the divinity of 

Jesus? 
 
I have not heard any denial of the centrality of the resurrection nor the 
denial of the divinity of Jesus as a core belief.  What I have encountered 
are clergy who deny the validity of infant baptism and instead practice 
dedication and believers baptism exclusively. I have encountered clergy 
who practice re-baptism.  I have encountered clergy who will not work 
with clergy who are women. Each time I encounter it I pass it on to the 



District Superintendent who is responsible for addressing it.  Because 
some of this is confidential in nature I do not know what did or did not 
occur as a part of an employee evaluation.  
 
I do know there is a lack of communication between the laity and the 
Annual Conference.  This was one of the reasons we enacted the Strategic 
Mapping Proposal which flipped how we were orientated with the District 
being the center to help with communication.  Unfortunately, that was 
begun in 2020 and as we were coming out of COVID the disaffiliation 
process was going and we spent most of our time devoted to that instead. 
Finally, on  
 

11. I understand that the decision was made some time ago that churches who 
wanted to disaffiliate have to do so by the end of this year – but why does this 
need to be done before the May 2024 meeting [of General Conference]? 

In 2019 when the called session of General Conference to address issues of 
human sexuality met, they created the paragraph ¶2553 that allowed 
congregations to disaffiliate for matters of conscience related to human 
sexuality.  It was given a sunset date of December 31, 2023 anticipating 
that the 2020 session of General Conference would met and formalize a 
plan and that churches would have until the next session of General 
Conference to leave should they wish.  The regular session of General 
Conference did not meet in 2020.  They are the only body that can extend 
the effective date of the paragraph.  I have heard numerous individuals, 
who are a part of the Texas Annual Conference Delegation to General 
Conference say there is a desire to extend this paragraph so that if 
something changes at the 2024 meeting churches would have a chance to 
make changes if needed. 

 
12. Is it valid to say that smaller UMC churches cannot afford to leave UMC? 

That has not been my experience.  As a member of the Conference 
Leadership Team, I asked that question in the Fall of 2022 prior to the 
called session of Annual Conference.  The Treasurer at the time, Carol 
Bruce said that every church that voted to disaffiliate had paid their 
obligations.  I asked if there were any churches who said they wanted to 
but did not have the funds and she said no.  Carol Bruce has since 
withdrawn her credentials as a clergy person of the United Methodist 
Church and is now a clergy person in the GMC.  I believe she would have 
said if there were churches who could not pay. 

 
  

13. In the unlikely event that the Book of Discipline will be changed on matters of 
homosexuality, the Trinity, the Resurrection, the Lordship of Jesus, or the 
authority of the Bible given the current structure of the UMC and the 
conservative influence of the African and Philippine College of Bishops. IS it true 
that the Southeast Jurisdiction passed a resolution in support of the creation of a 
US conference, the creation of which, by goal or by artifact, would eliminate these 



conservative influences and greatly increase the chance that the Book of 
Discipline could be amended on the topics mentioned? 

In the first sentence of the question there is only 1 topic that can be 
changed and that is the church’s understanding of human sexuality. The 
other topics, the Trinity, the Resurrection, the Lordship of Jesus Christ 
and the authority of the Bible are part of our Articles of Religion and our 
Doctrinal Standards.  These have been in place since Methodism began 
will remain unchanged in the United Methodist Church. The UMC can 
never revoke or alter its Articles of Religion or Confession of Faith. You 
can find these in the Book of Discipline, along with our Doctrinal History 
and Standards, in paragraphs 102–105. If anyone infers that these aspects 
of our church will change, they are incorrect. 
 

It is not entirely true that the Southeaster Jurisdictional to limit the 
influence of the Central Conferences of the UMC on the United States 
Jurisdictional conferences.  All 5 jurisdictions of the US have passed the 
same resolution in response to the Christmas Conference. Here is some 
information about the Christmas Conference.  

The legislation was conceived during the Christmas season of 2019. 
Christmas is an auspicious time for Methodists as it reminds us of the 
Christmas Conference of 1784 that gave birth to the Methodist Episcopal 
Church in the United States, one of the original predecessor bodies of the 
UMC. Proponents pray that the Christmas Covenant would be a rallying 
point for a renewed and revived UMC around the world. 

For more information - https://www.christmascovenant.com/faqs 

 
14. In UMC Mythbusting, “Is it true the UMC will no longer believe in the Trinity, the 

Resurrection, the Lordship of Jesus, or the authority of the Bible? Says, “No,” 
Kennetha Bigham-Tsai, one of the 13 recently elected bishops, is now one of 46 
US bishops serving in the UMC. In an interview, Bigham-Tai was asked if it was 
important for United Methodists that we agree on who Christ is.” She went on to 
explain, “God became flesh, but not particular flesh. There’s no particularity 
around that. God became incarnate in a culture, but not one culture.” Is this 
position of the UMC on the person of Jesus Christ? Do not elected bishops in the 
UMC represent the UMC? Do statements made by bishops not carry more weight 
than members or pastors? 
 
It is not true that our doctrines are going to change.  Please see my answer to this 
part of the question number 13 of this document.  In regards to comments from 
the newly elected Bishop Rev. Bigham-Tai’s I think this quote is taken out of 
context. I tried to go back and find the original article and I could not but I 



remember it in the context of colonialism and being aware of the context while 
sharing the Good News.   
 

15. While clearing up following the first Holy Conversations  meeting with guests 
from the UMC & the GMC, I came across an index card with a question addressed 
to our GMC guest – “Why are you trying to take us back to the past? You are 
doomed to fail.” Why is it that those who are claiming to love everyone are so 
hateful during this process? 

I do not know. I think people across the spectrum on disaffiliation are 
weary and not their best selves. I know that I have had to stop myself 
several times to remind myself that the words that are said are from 
people who have complicated emotions just like me.  I try to remind 
everyone I am with that we all need extra grace and love for ourselves and 
each other right now. 

 
16. Why should we trust the UMC? They are telling us we should stay in the UMC 

and telling us we won’t be assigned gay pastors, we can “choose” if we want to 
have gay weddings or not… The church can say whatever they want, but we all 
know they do what they want. 
 

We cannot promise anything.  The GMC is not fully formed.  They have a 
transitional discipline and will not meet as a whole global church for 
several more years.  The UMC has not changed and cannot change until we 
meet in 2024. So I choose to stay with the church of my baptism, wedding 
and ordination.   

 
17. Is voting for any other reason than on ¶2553 (regarding our conscience on human 

sexuality a lie? 
That is an excellent question.  The relevant paragraph states that 
disaffiliation is for matters of conscience related to human sexuality but 
nothing in the Book of Discipline has actually changed.  There are several 
Annual Conferences that have halted any more disaffiliations until after 
the General Conference meets in 2024 because the questions of 
consciences that are referenced.  Our conference has not made that 
decision and has not had any conversations about doing so. 

 
 


